Peer-to-peer (P2P) multicast is a scalable solution adopted by many video streaming systems. However, a prevalence of P2P applications has caused heavy traffic on the Internet. While P2P streaming users enjoy high-quality online video, the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) may experience large expenditure because of cross-ISP traffic. To reduce this traffic, it has been suggested that ISPs cooperate with P2P systems by exposing information about the networking layer to guide the topology construction. In this paper, we propose a novel peer selection algorithm that leverages the ISPs' service to form a local clustering topology through gossip communication. Additionally, this algorithm is adaptive to prevent peers from being trapped in a local cluster where they cannot obtain an adequate streaming rate.
INTRODUCTION
P2P video streaming applications, both VoD and live broadcast, have become increasingly popular in recent years, demonstrating scalability and cost-efficiency. On the other hand, P2P systems are so popular that they contribute heavy traffic on the Internet. Especially problematic is the cross-ISP traffic, which incurs large costs for ISPs every year. For example, it is estimated that more than 70% of existing local content was downloaded from non-local peers in BitTorrent [6] . These avoidable external links result from the construction of overlay topologies that are blind to peers' locations in the network.
To address this challenge, a number of locality-aware solutions have been proposed to reduce cross-ISP traffic. V. Aggrawal et Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. al. [3] propose that ISPs should cooperate with P2P users by providing a service, termed Oracle, which is leveraged by P2P systems to rank peers according to some distance metric. This solution not only enables ISPs to guide the overlay topology construction, but also relieves P2P systems from trivial measurements of the network. With an Oracle introduced in unstructured P2P networks, the centralized peer selection, which is a common task, is no longer scalable because the P2P's tracker may suffer from significant communication burden by querying the Oracle. Thus, a distributed peer selection algorithm is required. Additionally, P2P video streaming has some Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, one of which is the availability of adequate bandwidth. However, this bandwidth requirement may conflict with locality restrictions in some scenarios because enforcing strict locality is likely to cause congestion [3] . Furthermore, local peers may provide inadequate uplink bandwidth or little useful streaming data.
In this paper, we propose a novel peer selection algorithm that is based on the gossip protocol and supports adaptation. Specifically, our algorithm achieves the following goals. (1) An Oracle is leveraged to rank peers according to some distance metric so that the P2P networks could form a local clustering topology. (2) Peers maintain a partial view of all participants in the system and communicate with others through gossip. The number of gossip rounds that peers take to achieve a stable view converges quickly. (3) Peer selection smoothly adjusts between biased and random peer selections according to the neighbors' streaming contributions to prevent the streaming quality from suffering.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the related work. In Section 3, we explain our adaptive peer selection algorithm in detail. In Section 4, we explain the simulation work and show the experimental results. And in Section 5, we conclude our work.
RELATED WORK
A number of existing solutions that strive to reduce cross-ISP traffic involve ISPs in overlay topology construction [3] [10] [4] . ISPs are encouraged to provide a certain service that can evaluate the distance between two peers in P2P systems on the Internet. Peers leverage this service to select close peers so that the traffic on cross-ISP links is reduced. Choffnes et al. [5] propose to leverage information from content distribution networks (CDNs) to guide peer selection without ISPs' participation. In contrast, Wang et al. [9] propose an alternative solution that focuses on a distributed rate allocation algorithm rather than overlay topology construction to localize traffic. While the approaches described above focus on locality-awareness, they do not devise a sophisticated algorithm for overlay topology construction. Rejaie and Stafford [8] propose a framework for constructing P2P receiver-driven overlays in two phases: (1) each peer individually discovers others through gossip-based communication and (2) the peer determines cooperating neighbors according to their utility.
Most of the existing work focuses either on locality-awareness or on overlay topology construction. However, none has combined the two issues to form both an ISP-friendly and distributed peer selection algorithm. Furthermore, none has worked on preserving QoS in P2P video streaming systems while reducing cross-ISP traffic. We aim to achieve these goals by proposing an adaptive peer selection algorithm.
ADAPTIVE PEER SELECTION
In this section, we first sketch the adaptive peer selection algorithm in general. Then, we describe the biased gossip protocol and the adaptation between biased and random peer selections in detail.
Adaptive Peer Selection Algorithm
The adaptive peer selection algorithm consists of two major components: the Oracle and gossip. First, we choose to leverage an Oracle [3] because ISPs are expected to have better knowledge of network information such as the number of autonomous system (AS) and router hops within one AS in accordance with the routing algorithm. Additionally, P2P systems are relieved from measuring the underlay information with this service. Importantly, this cooperative strategy endows ISPs with the capability to influence P2P systems so that the information could be used for traffic engineering by ISPs. Second, this algorithm should use a distributed paradigm based on the gossip protocol because a considerable number of Oracle queries may overburden the tracker. Peers contact the tracker once to get a group of random candidate neighbors when they join the system. After that, they only communicate with their neighbors.
A peer maintains a list of n neighbors as its partial view of the participants in the system and a discrete probability distribution function (PDF) P rα [k] , where k denotes a discrete random variable and α denotes a tuning parameter. The PDF will be discussed in detail later. After the peer joins the system, it gossips with its neighbors to evolve its partial view at regular intervals. At the beginning of each gossip round, the PDF is tuned according to the neighbors' streaming contributions to the peer between the current and the previous gossip rounds. Next, the PDF provides each neighbor of the peer with a probability value through which one neighbor is selected as the gossip target and m (m ≤ n) neighbors are selected to construct the gossip message. Moreover, the peer should also be added into the gossip message to advertise itself to others. Next, the peer sends the message to the target peer and waits for a reply. On the other end, the target peer constructs the gossip message in the same way and replies to the sender. This is a pushpull gossip policy. Finally, both the sender and the receiver query Algorithm 1 Adaptive Peer Selection: Sender view = current n neighbors sorted by distance pdf = current probability distribution function tune pdf according to neighbors' contributions receiver = use pdf to select a neighbor in view msgs = use pdf to select m neighbors in view add self into bufs send msgs to receiver if receive msgr from receiver then tmp = use Oracle to rank view + msgr view = use pdf to retain n peers in tmp end if Algorithm 2 Adaptive Peer Selection: Receiver view = current n neighbors sorted by distance pdf = current probability distribution function if receive msgs from sender then msgr = use pdf to select m neighbors in view send msgr to sender tmp = use Oracle to rank view + msgs view = use pdf to retain n peers in tmp end if the Oracle to rank all the peers both in their current view and from the received gossip message. They use the PDF to filter excessive peers and retain n neighbors as their new view. Algorithms 1 and 2 describe the adaptive peer selection algorithms that execute on the sender and on the receiver, respectively.
In order to tune the PDF, a peer should record its neighbors' streaming contributions between two gossip rounds. For this purpose, the peer maintains a hash table to map the neighbor to its contribution which represents the size of the received streaming data. The contributions are reset to 0 after a certain gossip round completes and are accumulated when streaming data is received from the corresponding neighbor.
Biased Gossip
The peers' partial view evolves from a list of random neighbors to a list of close neighbors through the gossip communication. In order to accelerate the speed of the overlay topology evolution, the gossip target and the peers chosen for exchange should be carefully selected. There is the implied rule that if peer A is close to peer B and peer B is close to peer C, then peer A may also be close to peer C with high probability. Specifically, the sender, denoted by A, selects a close neighbor, denoted by B, to gossip and B replies to A with a gossip message containing a close neighbor, denoted by C, so that C is another close neighbor of A with high probability. To integrate this implied rule into biased gossip, the PDF P rα[k] is carefully designed to achieve the following two properties.
• P rα[k] is monotonically decreasing so that if k1 < k2, then P rα[k1] > P rα[k2] for any random variables k1 and k2.
• P rα[k] is configurable through parameter α to smooth or intensify its gradient and to be able to monotonically approximate uniform distribution. We may simply leverage the geometric PDF, P rα[k] = (1 − α) k−1 α, which satisfies these two properties. When α approaches 0, it approximates a uniform distribution.
In the adaptive peer selection algorithm, the neighbors of the partial view are sorted by distance in descending order and the probability value P rα[k0] is assigned to the k0-th neighbor. Thus according to the first property of the PDF, each neighbor could obtain a monotonically decreasing probability value so that higher ranking neighbors are more likely to be selected. Four steps in this algorithm involve the PDF's participation: (1) deciding the first k peers to be inspected according to their streaming contributions, which will be explained in the next subsection; (2) selecting one peer as the gossip target; (3) selecting m peers to construct the gossip message; (4) and retaining n peers as a new partial view. Leveraging the PDF to select peers enables some low ranking peers to survive the local clustering evolution. This prevents the whole topology from being split into several smaller ones.
Fortunately, a peer does not need to wait long before it acquires a stable partial view because a peer requires only O(log N ) gossip rounds to achieve this view, where N is the number of all participants in the system [7] . With this knowledge, we can optimize the gossip communication to reduce the topology control overhead by two methods: (1) reducing the number of peers that are selected to construct a gossip message and (2) increasing the interval between two gossip rounds after the partial view becomes stable.
Adaptation
There are a number of drawbacks of pure, biased peer selection, specifically: (1) local clustering peers may suffer from congestion due to the heavy local traffic [3] ; (2) local neighbors of a peer may provide a lower uplink bandwidth while farther participants could potentially provide a higher uplink bandwidth; (3) a peer and its local neighbors may have similar data availability [11] so that the peer can obtain little streaming data that does not already exist in its data buffer. All these drawbacks may negatively affect a peer's streaming rate. Thus, an additional mechanism is required to prevent peers from being trapped in a local cluster with inadequate streaming data supply. Uniform random peer selection, which is the counterpart of biased peer selection, provides an appropriate solution to prevent this trap because it leads to peers equiprobably selecting neighbors from all the participants in the system. To achieve the best of both worlds, we need a hybrid approach that combines biased and uniform random peer selections.
Though biased and uniform random peer selections appear to be conflicting with each other, both can be uniformly described in our algorithm according to the second property of the PDF. Biased peer selection can be gracefully degraded to uniform random by tuning α. Thus, adaptation is achieved by tuning the PDF to make peer selection more biased when local peers exhibit good streaming capabilities and tuned to make peer selection more random when no adequate streaming rate can be obtained. Specifically, at the beginning of each gossip round, α should be tuned according to the neighbors' contributions between the current and the previous gossip rounds. With parameter k generated by the PDF, the first k neighbors are regarded as local peers and their contributions are compared with all the peers' contributions. We define two thresholds, γ and η, which indicate the inferior and the superior contribution ratios, respectively. And without loss of generality, we assume that a decrease in α smooths the PDF's gradient while an increase in α intensifies it. Then, we compare the ratio of the average contribution of these k peers to that of all peers with γ and η and adjust α with a multiplicative decrement/additive increment behavior similar to TCP congestion control to probe possible local clustering. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode of the PDF tuning, where µ and v denote multiplicative decrement and additive increment factors, respectively. Also, αmin and αmax denote the lower and upper bounds of α, respectively. Algorithm 3 PDF Tuning pdf = current probability distribution function n = size of the partial view contra = contributions of all neighbors k = use pdf to select a integer in [0, n) contr l = contributions of first k neighbors ratio = (
pdf.α = max{pdf.α × µ, αmin} else if ratio > η then pdf.α = min{pdf.α + v, αmax} else /* pdf keeps unchanged */ end if
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the simulation setup in detail and then present and analyze experimental results.
Simulation Setup
We chose to conduct simulation experiments because the Oracle is not available from ISPs yet. First, an underlay topology is generated by GT-ITM [1] with the transit-stub model used. This topology contains 1 transit domain consisting of 20 routers and 40 stub domains consisting of 40 routers each. The transit domain works as the Internet backbone to connect all the ASes while the stub domains represent ASes that can accommodate hosts. Thus, there are 1,600 routers for hosts to connect to in the underlay topology.
Next, we construct a centralized Oracle, which takes a peer and a list of its candidate neighbors as input and returns the same candidate neighbors sorted by some distance metric in descending order. With the peer and any one of its candidate neighbors denoted by A and B, respectively, the distance metric is presented as follows: (1) ASNA and ASNB respectively denote the IDs of the ASes that A and B inhabit; (2) Hintra denotes the number of router hops on the path from A to B if they inhabit the same AS; (3) Hinter denotes the AS hop count on the path from the AS of A to the AS of B if they inhabit different ASes. Then, we use this metric to compute the score that is proportional to the inverse of the distance through the following formula
The Oracle computes all the candidate neighbors' scores and then sorts them in descending order. Finally, we implemented the adaptive peer selection algorithm on PeerSim [2] , which is both an event-driven and a cycle-based P2P simulator. We chose to apply the commonly used event-driven engine. The simulation parameters are selected as follows. The overlay topology contains 1,000 peers. 800 peers whose uplink bandwidth is randomly chosen among [150, 200] kb/s equiprobably connect to 1,600 routers and another 200 peers whose uplink bandwidth is set to only 50kb/s inhabit one specific AS. This peer distribution forms a local cluster where peers contribute much lower uplink bandwidth than peers outside. Each peer maintains 20 neighbors as its partial view. The gossip protocol is triggered in an interval of [60, 90] seconds. 10 neighbors are selected to construct a gossip message because too few peers increase the convergence time while too many peers lead to instability. The geometric PDF is leveraged with the initial α set to 0.4. µ and v are set to 0.8 and 0.02 respectively to prevent the PDF from fluctuating too much while αmin and αmax are set to 0.02 and 0.6 respectively to guarantee a reasonable range of values of the PDF. γ and η are set to 0.8 as a boundary between the inferior and the superior contribution ratios. To compare with the adaptive peer selection, we also implemented the uniform random peer selection and the pure biased peer selection that is equivalent to the adaptive algorithm but with the adaptation mechanism disabled.
Experimental Results
Figures 1 and 2 depict the trend of the intra-AS links and standard deviation (SD) of the streaming rate on all peers over the simulation time. The results show that random peer selection cannot reduce cross-AS links but can achieve a small SD, which means few peers suffer from a very low streaming rate. However, both biased and adaptive peer selections show a good ability of restricting the overlay links to within the same AS. In Figure 1 , biased peer selection can attain about 400% more intra-AS links than the ran- Figure 1 , matching the decline of the SD in Figure 2 . This is because some peers detect that they are trapped in a cluster where they cannot obtain an adequate streaming rate and then try to select farther neighbors with higher uplink bandwidth. The adaptive algorithm still achieves a 50% higher SD than the random method because γ and η are set to 0.8 so that local peers' contributions are allowed to be a little inferior but sufficient for video streaming. Additionally, some peers enjoy a higher streaming rate in some local clusters with better streaming data supply. However, pure biased peer selection does not allow adaptation, resulting in a SD which is about 150% higher than with the random selection. Thus, adaptive peer selection outperforms the biased method. Figures 3 and 4 depict the overlay link distribution and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the streaming rate at the 40th simulation minute when the overlay topology has reached steady state. The random peer selection could not reduce the inter-AS hop count but was able to prevent peers from suffering a low streaming rate. In contrast, the biased peer selection performed best to reduce the inter-AS hop count but could not guarantee QoS. About 30% of the peers could not achieve a streaming rate higher than 100 kb/s. Adaptive peer selection accomplished a hybrid result of the other two approaches. It managed to reduce the number of AS hops with few peers' streaming rate sacrificed.
CONCLUSIONS
It is of significant benefit for ISPs if P2P applications are made ISP-friendly. However, cross-ISP traffic should not be reduced at the expense of a QoS downgrade in video streaming systems. Given an Oracle provided by ISPs, we propose an adaptive peer selection algorithm that is based on the gossip protocol and able to adjust between biased and random peer selections according to the neighbors' streaming contributions. The simulation results of our algorithm show that a considerable number of cross-AS links can be eliminated after the topology evolution. Furthermore, our algorithm is shown to be adaptive so that peers are less likely to be trapped in a local cluster with inadequate streaming data supply. In the future, we plan to extend our work by addressing two issues: peer dynamics and bandwidth heterogeneity.
